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WELCOME TO THE
FEBRUARY 2022 NEWSLETTER
Dear Fellow Tinmoggers,
At last, a Sunday run! After a gap of two years, we managed to hold our
Anniversary Run, starting with coffee at the Jamaica Inn. Roger and Shirley
kindly offered to do the write up of the event, and here it is:

Moor of a Meander, or Ram, Bam thank-you Mam.
"Me and er" thought that as one hadn’t been out in the Morgan for Sunday
Lunch for such a long time that we must go and join in the festivities of the
Anniversary Run.

Starting at Jamacia Inn, where incidentally we started a Rally some six weeks
previous in horrendous hails. As this event was organised by Marjorie and Paul
we knew it would be good, so off we went down the very familiar rally roads,
passing Golitha Falls, and turning left at Redgate. We zoomed past King
Doniert’s Stone, a memorial to King Dungarth, King of Cornwall, who died in
875 A.D. Forking left at Common Moor and heading to Minions, we traversed
these roads that were covered in snow on the Rally some six weeks previous.
At this point we couldn’t help but notice the local Ram had been busy as all the
Ewes had a green covering of marking fluid above their tails and backs. (Not a
bad job if you can get it). At Minions we were very saddened to see the
boarded up burnt out shell of the village pub, the lifeline of this remote village.
At Upton Cross we turned right, and right again in a few miles heading to

Darite and then eventually we joined the road to Doublebois before turning
right once again and circumnavigating St. Neot for a very welcomed comfort
stop.
After the stop we went past Carnglaze Caverns, (where they used to have live
performing artists, in concerts, and very good too), to eventually join the A38
just West of Trago Mills, and turning right once again at Doublebois and onto
the A390. We then past three Taphouses, East, Middle, and West and headed
for Lostwithiel. Not too busy on a Sunday. We then turned right at the
staggered crossroads where the B3269 takes you into Fowey, if you turned left,
and into the Crown Inn at Lanlivery Puddle.
It was fairly busy here but were ushered though to the conservatory where we
were joined by Clive and Moyra, Max and Brian. and we all had a very
enjoyable meal. Well done to the Staff.

I must say a big thank-you to Marjorie and Paul for all their efforts, but they,
like us, and Graham and Stephanie, must now prepare for our trip in April/May
on the 14th running of the Grand Tour Cape to Cape where approximately 40
Classic cars are taking part in a mammoth task of rising £90,000 to add to the
£910,000 we have raised over the last 13 years all for the Cornwall Branch of
Macmillan Cancer Support. This year is the last event under the directorship of
Dennis Greenslade and Phil Mitchell and their intention is to raise the magic
£1,000,000. The route this year takes us from Cape Cornwall to Cape Wrath in

Scotland, then across to Northern Ireland and down through Southern Ireland
to Cape Clear, then back across to Wales, and finishing after 16 days at Cape
Cornwall once again. It’s 16 days of not following the white lines but more a
case of straddling the grassy centres to the roads. Anyone who wishes to
donate to this good cause should contact any of the three crews named above.
Roger & Shirley.

Welcome to a new member!
A new member, Allen Moore, joined us on the Run accompanied by a friend as
Allen’s wife Sandra was unable to make it, we hope to see them again soon.

Planning to go on the Cape-to-Cape?
I would add that regarding the Cape-to-Cape Tour, as the event is 16 days, how
will we be able to take 16 days’ supply of clean clothes in a Morgan you may
ask? Don’t ask! That’s Mrs. E’s conundrum, but his event does include a tour
of the one and only Morgan factory.

Sunday lunch at The Rock Inn
Later this month, John and Lesley have organised a Sunday Lunch at the Rock
Inn Roche. It’s the first time we have used this venue and directions from
Victoria are: on entering Roche from Victoria, at the roundabout, take the first
exit signed St Austell, B3274. Continue for 0.2 miles and the Rock Inn is on
your left with its large car park just passed the inn.

Update on Morgan build
New part delivered free of charge from Ukraine. Steadying
nerves before recommencing rebuild. Got some lovely
stamps though!
Bob H

EVENTS
February 27th – Sunday Lunch at the Rock Inn, Roche
March 18th – Spring Escape to Exmoor
April 22nd – AGM at the Smugglers Den, Cubert. 6:00pm

